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PRIME EDINBURGH
CITY INDEX Q2 2017
STRONGEST QUARTERLY RISE IN
EDINBURGH PROPERTY PRICES
IN NEARLY A DECADE
Property prices in Edinburgh rose sharply in the second quarter of 2017,
according to Knight Frank’s latest analysis of the city market.

Results for Q2 2017
Property values rose by 2.1% in Q2
2017, taking annual growth to 3.7%
There was a 17% increase in new
prospective buyers registering in the
second quarter and a 3% increase in
viewings y-o-y
Quarterly price growth in the £1.5m to
£2m price bracket outperformed the
wider average for the city
Rising demand has not been matched
by an uptick in supply, our analysis
has found

The property market in Edinburgh
weathered any political uncertainty in the
run up to the General Election with prices
rising by 2.1% between April and June,
the strongest quarterly growth since the
inception of our index in 2008.
On an annual basis, property values in the
city increased by 3.7%, up from a 3% rise
in the year to March.
This uptick in values comes on the
back of a continued strengthening of
demand, with our data suggesting recent
economic and political events have had a
limited impact on buyers.
Knight Frank figures point to an 17%
year-on-year increase in the number of
new prospective buyers registering in the
second quarter and a 3% increase in the
number of viewings over this time.
Demand has mainly focussed on the sub£500,000 market where the tax burden
is lower. Government initiatives have
also supported activity in the new-build
market below this level. However, there is
anecdotal evidence of a pick-up in interest
for larger properties valued above £1.5m –
a section of the market that has been more
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“An uptick in values comes
on the back of a continued
strengthening of demand
for property in the city, with
our data suggesting recent
economic and political events
have had a limited impact
on buyers.”

constrained by the higher rates of Land
and Buildings Transaction Tax (LBTT).
This is supported by an above average
increase in prices in the £1.5m to £2m
bracket in the second quarter of 2.2%,
driven by demand for properties located
in the city centre.
But a steady increase in both property
values and demand across the market
has not been matched on the supply
side. Our analysis of listings data shows
there were 15% fewer homes available
for sale over the three months to June
compared with the same period in 2016.
This imbalance has resulted in
heightened competition for best-in-class
properties, which in turn has led to
some selling for above their Home
Report valuations.
There remain challenges for the
market, not least surrounding higher
purchase costs as a result of LBTT,
and uncertainty surrounding Brexit.
However, the primary drivers of the city
market remain unchanged and these are
expected to continue to drive turnover.
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Edinburgh: Annual and quarterly prime
price growth

Edinburgh: Price change by value
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UK house price growth has been
slowing since the summer of
2014, although the annual change
remains positive

The headline rate of house price growth across the country has
been slowing since summer last year, transactions have also fallen
from recent peaks.

The slowdown in central London prices
which has been evident over the past
12 months will continue to spread to
Greater London, with prices falling
slightly in 2017
There remain key risks to UK
property market performance, not
least a slowdown in economic
growth, and uncertainty surrounding
the Brexit process
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“The shortage of housing
stock available to buy
coupled with ultra-low
mortgage rates have
put a floor under pricing
across the UK, but the
question of affordability is
becoming more pressing
in some areas.”

BUYER SURVEY
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On an annual basis prices fell by
1.2%

Prime country house prices in Scotland
were unchanged over the first three
months of 2017, according to the latest
research from Knight Frank. On an
annual basis, however, prices fell slightly,
dropping by 1.2%.
As we’ve noted in previous updates,
the top end of the market in Scotland
continues to adjust to higher rates of
property taxation with Land and Buildings
Transaction Tax (LBTT) subduing activity.

THE WEALTH REPORT 2017

The top end of the market continues
to adjust to higher purchase taxes

But while higher taxes have acted as
a constraint on the prime market, there
are signs that confidence is strengthening.

Over 19,000 transactions have
been liable for the 3% ADS since its
implementation in April 2016

Knight Frank figures show an 11%
increase in the volume of new buyer
enquiries over the year to March 2017
compared with the same period a year
previously. Viewings were 32% higher over
the same timeframe.
This has not, however, been matched on
the supply side, with 10% fewer properties
for sale with a value above £750,000 at
the end of March compared with the same
time in 2016 and 7% fewer than in 2015.

“Properties within commuting distance
of city hubs continue to generate a good
level of interest from both local buyers
and those looking to upsize or downsize
from south of the border, particularly if
they have been priced competitively.”

OLIVER KNIGHT

The introduction of the 3% Additional
Dwelling Supplement (ADS) in April
2016 has served to make buyers even
more price conscious. Statistics from
Revenue Scotland reveal that over 19,000
transactions have been liable for ADS
since its implementation, contributing over
£80 million towards total LBTT receipts.
Buyer sentiment is expected to remain
sensitive as the year progresses - partly
driven by the fresh uncertainty regarding
a second independence referendum
- something which has been reflected in
our House Price Sentiment Index for
Scotland (figure 2).
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Scotland: House price sentiment

Prime country house values increased
by 0.6% in Q1, ending three
consecutive quarters of price falls
On an annual basis, prices fell 0.1%
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House price sentiment slipped in
May, but households still expect house
price growth over the next 12 months
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Housing transactions and policy changes
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Economists had not been expecting an
interest rate rise until early 2019, given the
relatively benign inflation rate environment
up until now. Policymakers are also keen
to maintain a stable rate environment as
the country prepares to leave the EU.
However, the recent inflation data, and the
tone of the minutes of the Monetary Policy
Committee’s meeting, indicate that
modest rate rises may be on the cards
earlier than this.
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“With the appointment
of the tenth housing
minister in ten years,
housing needs to remain
close to the top of the
agenda, so policies can
be implemented to
boost the supply of
homes where they are
most needed.”
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Prime country house prices increased
by 0.6% between January and March,
according to Knight Frank data. On an
annual basis, values were essentially
unchanged at -0.1%.
The slight pick-up in prices in the first three
months of 2017 is an indication that prime
markets are starting to stabilise following
three consecutive quarters of price falls.

In terms of property types, manor houses
recorded the largest price declines at
-1.7% on average over the year.
This process of price adjustment at the
top end has taken place alongside a
general pick-up in demand, with agents
noting that values are beginning to align
with buyer expectations.
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Homes valued over £1.5 million for example
have fallen in price by -1.4% annually, the
data shows. By way of comparison, the
sub-£1.5 million market recorded growth of
2.3% over the same period.

“The slight pick-up in prices
in the first three months of
2017 is an indication that
prime markets are starting
to stabilise following three
consecutive quarters of
price falls.”
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The volume of new buyer enquiries
rose by 3% annually over the year
to March 2017 and viewings were
11% higher
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That said, a closer look at the figures shows
that the market is still highly price sensitive,
particularly at the top end, which continues
to adjust to higher purchase costs following
recent changes to stamp duty.
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Mainstream residential sales markets

Property price continues to be the
biggest driver of performance, with
stamp duty costs weighing on growth
for properties above £1.5 million
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Average rents in GB were 1.8%
higher on an annual basis in May
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The unexpected UK election result has
led to a week of political negotiations
as the Conservatives try to form a
government. While this has prompted
increased levels of uncertainty, there was
a relatively modest reaction in the financial
markets to the result amid hopes in the
city that the country could be heading for
a slightly “softer” Brexit. As yet, there is
still little in the way of detail about what
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UK Residential Market
Update - June 2017

Demand for prime property has been robust over the past year,
although higher purchase costs continue to act as a constraint on
further growth.

Key headlines from
Q1 2017

Annual and quarterly price growth

“Tax remains a key driver
of the prime market and
continues to keep a check
on price growth, but there
are signs that buyer
confidence is picking up
with a notable rise in both
enquiries and viewings.”

The average values of existing
properties in prime central London
were flat in May, with an annual decline
of 6.6%

As the UK moves closer to Brexit, any
economic uncertainty could have a
knock-on impact on the housing market,
especially if wage growth and employment
levels across the country are affected.

The shortage of housing stock available to
buy coupled with ultra-low mortgage rates

Economic and housing
market overview

ENCOURAGING SIGNS FOR PRIME
COUNTRY HOUSE MARKET

But as Ran Morgan, Head of Scotland
Residential Sales, notes: “There is a
feeling of cautious optimism among
buyers so far this year.

Prime Scotland price change

4%

Average UK house prices fell by 0.2%
in May, taking annual growth to 2.1%

PRIME COUNTRY
HOUSE INDEX

The prime market continues to be constrained by LBTT, but there
are encouraging signs that activity is picking up

Prime Scottish house prices were
unchanged between January and
March 2017

The election result has caused a renewed period of political uncertainty,
but housing is one area where policymakers can continue to make
progress if the will is there. Meanwhile, across the country, house price
growth continued to ease in May.

Key facts June 2017

have put a floor under pricing across the UK,
but the question of affordability is becoming
more pressing in some areas, especially as
lenders still expect sizeable deposits from
buyers. There are also notable variations
between prime housing markets in London
and the Country, which we have examined in
more detail on our blog.

UK Housing Market
Forecast - May 2017

DEMAND PICKS UP BUT TAX
CONTINUES TO LIMIT GROWTH
Key facts for
Q1 2017

There are several factors at play behind
the recent slowdown in market activity –
not least a lack of available homes to
purchase. This has increased focus on the
delivery of new-build homes across the
country. Data from DCLG shows that the
number of new homes being built in recent
years has risen, but it still remains some
way below the number needed to meet
current demand – not to mention the large
historical shortfall.
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SCOTTISH COUNTRY
HOUSE INDEX
The global perspective on prime property and investment

A WEEK ON…

UK HOUSE PRICE FORECAST

Price growth across the UK is expected
to settle at 1.0% in 2017 reaching
14.2% cumulatively between 2017
and 2022

SPRING 2017
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Knight Frank figures, which track leading
indicators of demand, show the number
of new prospective buyer registrations has
risen by 3% annually over the year to March
2017. The number of viewings rose by 11%
year-on-year over the same period.
Against this backdrop, overall sales volumes
have also seen a robust start to 2017.
Although fewer deals have been completed
in 2017 than at the same point last year
– when transactions spiked ahead of the
introduction of additional stamp duty – the
volume of sales was 5% higher than the
comparable period of 2015, and 8% higher
than in 2014.
Properties that are located close to good
schools and transport links remain popular,
particularly in town and city markets,
where the property is accurately priced.
However, as we have noted in previous
updates, a shortage of good prime housing
stock continues to act as a barrier to
further growth in sales volumes and could
impact the market over the remainder of
the year.
FIGURE 2
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Price growth by property type

Annual and quarterly change in prime country
property values

annual and quarterly % change
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